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Overview of presentation 

• Background on Integrated Community 
Sustainability Plans (ICSPs) in Canada 

• General assessment of cultural 
indicators in sustainability context 

• Specific examination of cultural 
indicator efforts in 102 communities 

• Conclusions 
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Canada – Integrated 
Community Sustainability 
Plans (ICSPs) 

“It will be in the messy efforts to 
implement alternatives that more 
robust theoretical frames will 
crystallise and, in turn, spawn a more 
effective praxis.” 

- Edgar Pieterse (2011, 315) 
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Integrated Community Sustainability Plans ICSPs 



Culture as the “fourth pillar” of sustainability 
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Cultural indicators in sustainability 
planning – a work in progress 

• Key driver – desire to integrate culture within broader local 
planning processes 

• Assumption – that culture cannot be included if it cannot be 
quantified 

• Reality – cultural indicators must also be linked to the value 
that culture brings to a community 

• Requirement – processes of negotiation and dialogue to 
situate culture within local sustainability vision 
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Growing calls to consider cultural 
value in a broader way: 

 
“the nature and definition of 
the arts and culture, the 
values that underlie them, 
their public perception, their 
perceived role and value in 
society, and the rationales for 
their support are contentious 
and open to contestation to 
an extent that does not find a 
parallel in any other field of 
policy.” 
 
-  Eleonora Belfiore (2012, 16) 
 

“Measuring sustainability is not 
only an objective issue but, 
unavoidably, a political and 
social one which points to the 
difficulty of comprehending the 
‘social construction’ of 
sustainability – this is unlikely to 
be ‘objective’; likely to serve a 
certain scope (such as the 
assessment of policy 
processes…); and is conflictual 
and manipulated (by the various 
expert and citizen groups 
involved).” 
 
- Catalina Turcu (2013, 698) 



 
Assessment of indicator adequacy in 

102 Canadian ICSPs  
  

We examined the proposed indicators from a dual perspective: their  

quality and breadth of coverage and their practicality or realism. 
 

Good: comprehensive, related to the proposed cultural actions in the plan, 

and the data needed to create the indicators were likely to be available 

Adequate: even if they were minimal, as long as they were related to at 

least some of the cultural actions in the plan and were likely to be 
measurable 

Weak: vague, likely immeasurable, and probably beyond the capacity of the 

community to monitor 
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Analysis of sustainability-related 
cultural indicators in Canada 
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Community size Number Adequacy of cultural 
indicators 

Good Adequate Weak 

Large (100,000+) 11 5 6 0 

Medium (20,000-
100,000) 

17 9 5 3 

Small (2,000-
20,000) 

41 14 15 12 

Very small 
(<2,000) 

33 8 17 8 

Totals 102 36 43 23 



Topic areas of cultural indicators among communities with 
good indicator sets (n=36) 

Relate to participation: 
• Attendance at cultural events, other participation, household 

expenditures (25) 
• Civic participation (e.g., volunteering, organization membership, 

strong sense of belonging to the community, community pride) (10) 
• Visitor participation, satisfaction (10) 
  

Relate to built environment or cultural infrastructure: 
• Heritage / history (22) 
• Cultural facilities/services (including library services/programs) (19) 
• Public art / commemorative naming / storyboards/interpretations (8) 
• Unique neighbourhoods / good ‘sense of place’, cultural sites in land 

use plan (6) 
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Topic areas of cultural indicators among communities with 
good indicator sets (n=36) 

Relate to size of culture sector / economic features: 
• Number of events (20) 
• Number of cultural groups / size of cultural sector/industry, 

collaborations/partnerships within the sector (9) 
• Cultural employment (7) 
• Sales/revenues (4) 

Relate to social qualities/dimensions: 
• Ethnic diversity, First Nations cultural aspects, tolerance, harmony (6) 
• Elders and/or youth involvement (3) 

Other: 
• Municipal (and other) investments (11) 
• Communications/knowledge: Development of knowledge base 

(inventories), Language-related, Public/intergovernmental 
communications, Media attention (8) 
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Conclusions – “Making it Real” 

• Issues of value and measurability only marginally related in 

many communities 

• Culture often perceived as a collective value and goal 

separate from planning actions 

• Political factors and resource constraints limit cultural 

indicator efforts in smaller communities 

• Major challenge is follow-up and use of suggested indicators 

to monitor and guide community sustainability governance 
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Thank you! 

Nancy Duxbury  

Centre for Social Studies  

University of Coimbra  

duxbury@ces.uc.pt 

 

M. Sharon Jeannotte  

Centre on Governance  

University of Ottawa 

Sharon.Jeannotte@uottawa.ca 
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